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We previously established that one cannot put a burden on an animal on Shabbos because of the requirement to let our 
animals rest on Shabbos. But according to Chananya, something that is used to lead an animal or to keep it from running away 
is considered necessary and is not considered a burden. 
 

A goat with a hole in its horns can go out with a bit tied onto those horns because it cannot become detached. But if it is tied 
to the beard of the goat, it is not clear whether it is permitted or not [Teiku]. 
 

Mishna: We are not permitted to lead a cow with a strap or ribbon between its horns. Rav and Shmuel: It could be for 
decoration or to lead the cow (Rashi: that would be excessive guarding and therefore carrying a burden) OR it could be that 
decoration is forbidden, but if it is used to lead the cow, it is permitted (Rashi: excessive guarding is not considered a burden). 
Rav Yosef: Shmuel is more permissive, and halacha is like Chanania that excessive guarding is not a problem. Abaye: Shmuel is 
stricter; so it seems that Shmuel does not hold like Chanania. Rav Chiya bar Ashi: a cow led with a ribbon for decoration or for 
security is forbidden. Rav Chiya bar Avin: but to secure the animal it is permitted. 
 

Gemara: If the owner tied a halter around a Para Aduma, it is permitted. But isn’t that a burden (and Torah forbids a burden 
on Para Aduma)? The Gemara permits it to take the Para from city to city, (not considered excessive). Rava: a Para Aduma is 
rare and expensive, so it requires more watching. Ravina: Perhaps it is active and needs more guarding. 
 

Mishna: A horse can be brought out with a sheir (collar, ring and leash). Rav Huna: Permitted if it is extended and if the leash 
is wrapped around the animal’s neck it can be considered decorative and permitted. Shmuel: Permitted to use it for pulling 
animal but not wrapped around neck (decoration). Beraisa: Permitted to have leash loosely wrapped around neck in case 
there is a need to grab it. Rav Yosef saw calves of Rav Huna with leashes around necks on Shabbos. R. Chanina: Mules of Rebbi 
go out with their bits and reins around their necks on Shabbos! (Mishna: four animals can go out with a bit: horse, mule, 
camel, donkey; so Rebbi would say that a mule can go out with a bit if you need to pull it.) 
 

Halacha: Rambam and Shulchan Aruch paskin (like Rav Huna) that an animal can go out with a utilitarian bit or a bit that 
would be considered an adornment on Shabbos.   
 

Mishna: If collar is tamei, one can sprinkle it with water from Parah Aduma. Gemara: Can the ring of a collar (or of keilim 
become tamei)? Perhaps this is a case where the ring of a person became tamei and was made into part of the animal’s collar. 
A metal prod is considered a human utensil and can be mekabel tuma. What about chatzitza (concern that water will not 
reach places where collar connects to ring if it is still on the animal)? R. Ami: ring was hammered thin so water can reach every 
part. Or by hammering it out, it is no longer is human ring because it was changed. 
 

Beraisa: A student asked R. Eliezer how we make a distinction between different kinds of rings.  Maybe he heard a distinction 
about Shabbos, but there is no distinction with regard to tumah. Gemara: Is that true? Only all rings worn by people are the 
same regarding tumah. But is that true? What about a ring used as a belt buckle or to tie sleeves together, which is considered 
tahor (it is more like a part of a utensil). But are all rings worn by a person on the finger the same? A metal ring with a wood 
seal would be impure, but a wood ring with a metal seal would be tahor. Conclusion: Rings worn by people which are made 
entirely of metal are susceptible to tumah. 
 

That same student asked about distinctions between needles. Maybe he heard about Shabbos, where there is a distinction 
between needles with eyes (liable) and needles without eyes (not liable) but with regard to tumah, all needles are treated the 
same. If the point or the eye of the needle has been removed, the needle is no longer functional and therefore not susceptible 
to tumah. But a whole needle is always susceptible.  But what about a rusty needle? Needles that are rusty and cannot be 
used for sewing are not susceptible. But smooth needles are susceptible. Now, can smooth needles be carried on Shabbos and 
considered a decoration even without a hole (and perhaps the distinction between needles with or without a hole is limited to 
tumah? We’re talking about a galmi (unfinished needles that could still be pierced and changed into a needle). 
 


